Retractable Tool Lanyard Easy Reel (Fixed Belt Loop)

Tool Lanyards
Retractable Tool Lanyard Easy Reel (Fixed Belt Loop)

The Easy Reel Fixed Belt Loop is a recommended tool accessory for the
Cobra MKII, suited to professionals across all industrial applications with
intense tool handling operations. The fixed loop arrangement is the most
common and straight forward tool belt fastening method. The belt loop simply
slides onto your existing belt strap to provide a secure attachment for the Easy
Reel system. The Easy Reel provides Omni-directional rotation through 360
degrees on both X and Y axis. This means the reel follows the direction of tool
movement, insuring the cable pull-out is always in-line with the bottom of the
housing (cable exit bush) resulting in:
Reduced reel wear - Extended reel life - Lower reel drag (minimising repetitive strain)
Lessen operator fatigue increasing productivity Minimised karabiner minor axis rollout failure - Stops twisting for quicker tool pick-up

FEATURES
The fixed belt loop design provides a structurally secure fitting method between your existing
tool belt and the Easy Reel system. Your belt is simply threading directly through the fixed
belt loop slot. (Maximum Belt width 50mm)
The Easy Reel ensures the Cobra’s connector (karabiner) always has major axis alignment
regardless of scope of use or harness and belt angle configuration. Preventing system
failure through connector minor axis rollout (gate opening) in dynamic loading i.e. when tool
is dropped.
By effectively having two in-line swivels (Easy Reel + Cobra) eliminates any chance of cable
twisting or snagging caused from intense tool turning movement, combined with the reel
housing always following tool movement ensuring constant direct alignment improves cable
loading onto the drum, which collectively provides smoother reel action with faster cable
retraction time after time.
An additional benefit of the Easy Reel Fixed Belt Loop is having a constant tool alignment.
Reducing general component wear (less fiction), therefore extending the service life of the
Cobra MKII reel in the field. And because there is less friction it means lower drag, making
it freer to pull the cable out of the reel. Intense tool handling operation becomes lighter,
lessening the fatigue therefore improving productivity performance.
Overall maximum safe working load of 5kgs
(Dynamically tested - see ‘testing pages’ for more info)
Manufactured using premium industrial webbing and bar tacked at both ends for superior
strength structurally, incorporating a stainless steel swivel link
Individually serialised for clear easy inspection, full traceability and control
Issued with a ‘Declaration of Conformity’ product certificate and ‘Final Inspection’ sheet
Total length: 23cm / Width: 6cm / Weight: 0.04kgs
Manufactured at our product factory in the UK
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Code

Name

Description

EASYRBELTL

Fixed Belt Loop (only)

Supplied with (Plain) no connectors

EASYRBELTLCOBRA

Fixed Belt Loop + Cobra MKII

Supplied with (Plain) no connectors

EASYRBELTLCOBRA-K

Fixed Belt Loop + Cobra MKII

Supplied with 1 x Karabiner

EASYRBELTLCOBRA-M

Fixed Belt Loop + Cobra MKII

Supplied with 1 x Mallion

EASYRBELTLCOBRA-SSG

Fixed Belt Loop + Cobra MKII

1 x Large Stainless Screw Gate Karabiner
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